Recipe for Honey-Roasted Stone Fruit with Cardamom
I scented my fruit with whole cardamom pods, smashed to release their seeds and then
discarded before serving, but I wouldn't suggest you make a special trip to get them if
they're not already in your spice drawer. A cinnamon stick or even a few cloves would
be just as nice. You should also know that this fruit tastes wonderful warm, room
temperature, or even cold directly from the fridge. Just don't serve it piping hot.
Makes 4 small or 3 good sized portions
8 pieces ripe stone fruit, pitted and cut into fourths (I used a combination of plums,
pluots, nectarines, and peaches)
2 tablespoons honey
1 tablespoon sugar
10 whole cardamom pods, smashed once with a mallet (try to keep each of the pods
together so you can easily remove them later)
plain or vanilla yogurt, vanilla ice cream, nuts and/or crystallized ginger, for serving
Preheat oven to 450 degrees.
Place the cut fruit in a large bowl and stir in the honey.
Coat a rectangular glass baking dish (mine was 12x8) with nonstick spray. Transfer the
honey-coated fruit to the dish. (Don't wash the large bowl -- you'll use it again.) Nestle
the whole, smashed cardamom pods in the fruit. Sprinkle with the sugar.
Roast for about 20 minutes, stirring halfway through, until the fruit has softened and
given off a good bit of juice. Using a slotted spoon, transfer the fruit back to the large
bowl to cool off.
At this point, return the roasting juices in the baking dish to the oven to reduce until
syrupy, about 4 minutes. Watch very carefully so the juices don't burn. Alternatively,
reduce the juices on the stovetop. Alternatively again (options abound), discard the
juices altogether. I must say, the reduced juices make an intense, and lovely, syrup, so I
highly encourage you not to waste them.
Serve the fruit with any of the suggested accompaniments (yogurt, ice cream, nuts,
ginger), and drizzle with the syrupy reduction.
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